










Service Basic Advanced Detailed Description
Email & Audit of the emails X X Vessel audit insights for email sent and received for compliance. 

File Transfer / Synchronization X X Ship and shore. Scheduled or manual, synchronize and transfer critical data. 

Antivirus Updates X X Auto updated protection from viruses, malicious code, spyware, Trojans. 

Compression and Encryption X X Compressed and encrypted data cannot be reconstructed if accessed.

Remote Access X X Always have access to systems and devices you need, when you need them. 

Crew Calling Service X X A card service for the crew, which must be authenticated to call. 

Call Logging X X Statistical and technical log analysis and tracking of calls.

Bandwidth Management X X Measure, check, limit and customize your bandwidth and data rates at anytime.

Firewall X X Prevent unauthorized access and protect your private network.

    Load Balancing X X Optimize and maximize your throughput by combining any comms provider.

    Fail over mechanisms X X Automated transfer to second comms channel, in case of primary failure.

    Least Cost Routing X X Route your traffic to the carrier with the least cost for maximum savings.

    External Wi-Fi & 3G/LTE connectivity X X Seamless connection to non-satellite networks when close to shore.

Backup & Replication on vessel X X Real time, backups mirroring server data in real time.

Retention Policy up to 10 days (*) X X Best practices for the information being maintained or “retained”.

ERP/PMS Synchronization X X ERP/PMS data sync for optimum Vessel and office co-operation. 

VDI Support X X VDIs retain attacks and prevent infections spread, along with cost savings.

LANs Segregation X X Separate networks enhance security. Sensitive data not available to everyone. 

Crew email service  X Tailored for maritime use with private email accounts. 

    AntiSpam X Control unsolicited bulk email targeting crew.

    AntiMalware X Protect your crew from malicious emails.

    AntiPhishing X Capability to protect crew against identify phishing.

Crew Internet Service  X Share your internet costs and provide quality services, by reselling access cards.

    Data Compression X Data consumption reduced by 3 to 5 times.

    Proxy Service X Save valuable airtime and accelerate contents speeds.

    Web Filtering  X Automatically blocked out malicious websites.

Hardware / Software Monitoring  X Real monitoring of logical and physical systems state, for you and our team. 

Patch Management On-line  X Systems patches are downloaded directly, either scheduled or as an emergency.

Patch Management Off-line  X Systems patches pre-downloaded locally and are mass applied from repository.

Closed Circuit TV for vessel monitoring  X Onboard real time and quick response capabilities any time you need.

Backup on Premise / Vessel to shore  X Backup your data to shore for archiving, auditing and compliance purposes.

VPN Connectivity  X Encrypted channels, secure data transfers and authorized external users.

Voip Ship to Shipping company (**)  X Direct call from office to ship and vise-versa via VoIP integration with office.

Managed Printing Service  X A complete onboard MPS system, optimized for economy and efficient printing.

Unified Management Platform (***) X X A unified and secure web portal experience, to control and monitor all.

Vessel live position (**)(***)  X Position, direction, speed, longitude/latitude depicted via live vector maps.


